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The University of Dayton

News Release
March 11, 1992
Contact: Pam Huber

STOOGES BEAT CHAPLIN TO THE PUNCH
IN SPOOFING ADOLF HITLER AND NAZIS
DAYTON, Ohio -- Charlie Chaplin was a genius, but he lagged behind the Three
Stooges in spoofing Adolf Hitler and the Nazis, says a University of Dayton communication
professor.
"'You Natzy Spy!' was released in January 1940, and Chaplin's 'The Great Dictator'
wasn't out until the New York premiere in October 1940," says Don Morlan, who has
watched and laughed at the Stooges since he was 4 years old. "And it's reasonable to say
that 'You Natzy Spy!' was seen by more people than Chaplin's movie. It was a short
subject, and shorts ran with many features."
Morlan will present a paper titled "The Three Stooges' Contribution to World War II
Propaganda: Moe Hailstone and Adolf Hynkel's Race to the Screen," about the historic side
of the early Nazi spoofs, at the annual conference of the Popular Culture Association in
Louisville, Ky., March 17-21.
The humor was quite pointed in "You Natzy Spy," making what Morlan calls "direct,
accurate references to Nazism." Curly, Moe and Larry are introduced as paperhangers in the
film. Mter Moe is set up as dictator of Moronika ('Moronika for Morons!' is the slogan), he
orders books to be burned, sends a man to

a 'concentrated' camp and calls for the aid of his

goose-stepping storm troopers. Instead of "Hell, Hitler," his character is saluted with
-more-
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a "Hail, Hailstone." Curly and Larry play roles that represent Hitler's ministers Hermann
Goring and Joseph Goebbels.
Even though the message was serious, "You Natzy Spy!" is filled with the trademark
slapstick comedy and sly asides of the Stooges. Of the 190 comedies made by the Three
Stooges, only 15 or 16 were about something that could be called serious, says Morlan, and
just eight dealt with war themes. "Every once in a while they would slip a social message
in, but not very often," he says. "Using comedy for propaganda is very subtle- no one
ever looks at it seriously."

In the 1940s, two adults and two kids could see a newsreel, cartoon, previews, short
subject and feature, have popcorn and stop for a soft drink on the way home for less than
$1. Because the price was right and radio was the only competition, Americans went to the
movies a lot then, says Morlan.
"The Three Stooges made the type of comedies that people went to see, and it was a
social element of the times," he says. "We had just gotten out of the Great Depression and
we were headed for a world war. We wanted to forget about our problems for a while."

-30For media interviews, contact Don Morlan, a resident of Beavercreek, at (513) 229-2028.

